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Abstract
The Hausdorffdistance between a compactconvex set K CRd and randomsets
K c lRd iS studied. Basic inequalitiesare derived for the case of K being a convex
subset of K. If appliedto special sequencesof such randomsets, these inequalities
yield rates of almostsure convergence.Withthe help of dualityconsiderationsthese
results are extendedto the case of K being the intersectionof a randomfamily of
halfspacescontainingK
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1. Introduction
Let K be a convex compactset in Rd with non-emptyinterior.The following two
types of problemhave been studied extensively.
I: How closely is K approximatedby the convex hull conv (Z) of a randomsubset
Z of K?
II: How closely is K approximatedby the intersection n HEwH of a randomfamily
X of halfspacescontainingK?
The reader is referredto the very informativereviewsof Schneider(1988) and Weil
and Wieacker(1993). A typicalexamplefor Z in ProblemI is {X1,X2, ***, Xn}with
independent,identicallydistributedrandompoints Xl, X2, X3, * * * E K. Problem II
arises in the reconstructionof K from projectionsonto random lower-dimensional
subspaces, e.g. Small (1991). Numerous results for both problems have been
obtained under the specialassumptionthat K either is a polytope or has sufficiently
smooth boundary AK. In many cases the approximationerror is measured by
Lebesgue measureof the symmetricdifferenceKAt, where k stands for conv (Z)
or n HE7rH. Another interestingquantityis the HausdorSdistance dH(K,K), but
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this is technically more diEcult and most known results are for dimension d = 2
only. An exception is Barany(1989);see also Section 2.
In what follows we investigate the Hausdorfldistance dH(K,K) in an arbitrary
dimensiond and for arbitraryK, i.e. AKis allowed to have vertices and flat spots.
Theorem 1 in Section 2 gives basic inequalitiesfor ProblemI. These inequalitiesare
applied to various special sequences of random sets. For instance, let the random
points Xi be uniformlydistributedon AK.Then with probabilityone,
dH(K,conv ({Xl, X2, ***, Xn}))= {o((lOg

n

/n

)2/(d

-

l ))

if aK is smooth.

With the help of duality considerationsit is shown in Section 3 that Problems I
and II are equivalent in some sense. The results of Section 2 are then extended to
Problem II. For example, if K is reconstructedfrom its orthographicshadows in
independent,uniformly distributeddirections,the approximationerror is of order
in general and O((log n/n)2) if AKis strictlycurved.
O(log
All proofs are deferred to Section 4.
n

n/n)

2. Various results for Problem I
Let Rd be equipped with the standardinner product(, ) and Euclidean norm 1 1
For xeOD6dand MC9d define d(x,M):=infmEMlx-ml. Further let B(M,E):=
{y E lAd:d(y,M)' E} and B(x, E):=B({x}, £). Then the Hausdorffdistance between
M and L c lltd iS defined as
dH(L,M):= inf{Ez0: McB(L,

E)

and LcB(M,

E)}.

There are some elementary inequalities for dH(K,conv (Z)) in terms of the
P{B(x, E) n z = 0} and the packing numbers
function r(K, Z, E) := SUPX(E8K
D(K, E):= max{t(F): F c AK,Ix- Yl> £ for differentx,y E F} of AK.(#(.) denotes
cardinality.) Covering AK with closed balls is more convenient than the 'cap
coverings' used by Barany (1989) and allows for similar results with simple
additionalconsiderations.We call AK'smooth'if the following conditionis satisfied.
Condition (S). For each x E AK there is a unique 0(x) E AB(O,1) such that
for all yeK, and for some constant 1ER, l0(x)-o(y)l'
(y,0(x))'(x,0(x))
llx-ylVx,ye8K.

Theorem1 [a]. For arbitraryE > O, P{8K ¢ B(Z, 2E)}_ D(K, E)7r(K,Z, E).
[b] For 6 > Olet Z^,be any subsetof K such that AKc B(Z^,,6). rhen
dH(K,conv (Za)) <

6
' 182

in general
if (5) holds and Za c AK.
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An elementarybound for D(K, £), which is sufficientfor our putposes, is given by
(1)

D(K, E)'-(2 diameter(K)E

1 + l)d

V£

>

O;

see Pollard (1990, Section 4). The main problem will be to find good bounds for
7r(K,Z, s)
First we consider Zn,l := {Xl XX2 * * *, Xn} with independent, identically distributed random points Xl X2 X3, * * * E K. For a sequence of real random variables
(Yn)n
and a sequence of positive numbers(Cn)n we say here that Yn= °(cn) almost
surelyif lim supn bO:
len-Ynl_ c almost surely for some fixed c < Oc.
Corollary 1. Let Xi be uniformly distributed on K, i.e. P{Xi sA}=
Leb (A)/Leb (K) for any Borel set A c K, where Leb denotes Lebesguemeasureon
Rd. Then
f O((log n /n )l /d)

dH(K,conv (Zntl

)) = l

O((log n/n )2/(d +] ))

almostsurely,
almostsurely under (S).

Under strongerregularityconditionson AK,Barany(1989,Theorem 6) shows that
the expectation of dH(K,conv (Zn,l )) iS precisely of order (log n /n )2/(d + l ).
Corollary 2. Let Xi be uniformly distributed on dK, i.e. P{Xi sA}=
Hd_l(A)/Hd_,(@K)for any Borel set A c AK, where Hd_l denotes (d -1)dimensionalHausdorffmeasureon Rd. Then
0O((log n/n ) 1J(d
- 1))
H(

(

(

ntl))

lO((logn/n)2'(d-1))

almostsurely,
almostsurely under (S).

These results remainvalid if the given distributionP of Xi is replaced with another
distributionQ ' aP for some a > O.
In a diSerent application,whichis motivatedby ultrasoundpictures,one considers
intersectionsof K with independent,identically distributedhyperplanes.To make
this precise, we assume from now on that O is an interior point of K and define
p = p(K) := max{r > 0: B(O,r) c K}, R = R(K) := min{r > O:B(O,r) D K}. Now let
Ul U2 U3, * * * and Al, A2, A3, *** be independent random variables, where Ui is
uniformlydistributedon AB(O,1) and Ai is uniformlydistributedon [-R, R]. Then
define Zn,2 = U l'i5,n {X E K: (X,UE)= AX}

COrOIIarY
3.
H(

(

(

nw2))

{O((lognin)2

almOStSUrelY
Under(S)
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3. Equivalenceof ProblemsI and

n

The equivalence of Problems I and II can be stated in terms of the polar set
M*:=
{y E i8d:(x,
y) _ 1 for all x E M} of M c i8d, It follows from this definitionthat
M*
is a closed, convex set such that OE M* = conv (M U {0})*.
In particular,since
OE int (K),
(2)

K*

compact, Osint(K*),

is

and (K*)*=K;

see Schneider (1993, Theorem 1.6.1). In fact, it will be convenient to consider
Problem II with K* in place of K. Beforehandwe define the mapping
3X
+(x):= lxl-1x, the support function AB(O,1) 3 5 h(M,
s):=
SUPX{EM
(x, s) of M,
which coincides with h(conv (M), .), and the supporting halfspaces H(M, s):=
zd\{o}

{X E Rd:(X,S)<
Theorem

h(M,s)}.
2.

+-'(s) n dK.

Let
Then

S

be

the

a

random,

following

subset

inequalities

conV(Z)) 'dH{K*

R-2dH(K,

closed

n

of

AB(O,

1),

and

define

Z:=

hold:

H(K*s))'-(1-

ld

E)<

7r(K,Z,p-'R2£)'7r(B(0,1),S,

(K

pE)

7r(K9zb

c

n

(Z)))+'

E>0.

With Theorem2 at handone can extend resultsfrom Section 2 to ProblemII, thus
obtaining rates of convergencefor the reconstructionof K* from random projections onto one-dimensionalsubspacesand onto (d- 1)-dimensionalsubspaces,as in
Small (1991). The dual propertyto smoothnessof dK is d(K*) having 'no flat parts':
Condition
(NF). For
YlVx,y E 8(K*), where
Corollary

4.

For

some
(B)(K*,

independent,

Snt 1 = /tU1 UU2 * * * UUn}

and

orthogonal

Then

d

complement.
{K*,

V

Ht

n

H(K*

)0_

J

SESn,l

' sinn2

constant

(

' ))

E

x):={s

1*>0,
min5E<3(K*x)tz3(K*y)ls-tlol*lxdB(O,1):=(x, s) = h(K*, s)}.

uniformly

distributed

Sn 2 = U 1cicn /xUi}l

Us,

JO((logn/n)1/(d-l))
tO((logn/n)

U2,

n dB(O,1),

U3, **E dB(O,1) let

where

(. ) 1

denotes

the

almostsurely,
(

))

{O((]ogn/n)2)

almostsurel)

almost

surely

under

under

(NF),

(lVF).

4. Proofs
Proof
of Theorem
1. Let F be a maximal subset of AK such that lx - Yl> E for
differentx,y E F. Then AK c B(F, E), #(F) _ D(K, E), and part [a] follows from
P{8K

¢

B(Z,

2E)} <

P{F

¢

< E P{zn
xEF

E)}

B(Z,

B(X,

£)=0}

'D(K,E)ff(K,Z,£).
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Since conv (Z^) is contained in K and convex, the general inequalityin part [b]
d(x, conv (Z^)) '
E8K
follows from dH(K,conv (Z,)) = SUPX EK d(x, conv (Z,)) = SUPX
the following
utilize
we
Z,scdK,
supxEdKd(x,Z,)'6. If condition (S) holds and
equality for arbitraryconvex sets L,Mc Rd such that at least one of them is
bounded:

dH(L,M) = llh(L,-) - h(M,-)II:= max Ih(L,s) - h(M,s)l;

(3)

s E dB(O>l)

see, for instance, Schneider (1993,Theorem 1.8.11). Here this equality leads to
s) - h(Z^,s)). Let the
dH(K,conv (Z,)) = llh(K, *)- h(Z,s,*)11
latter maximum be attained in sOE AB(O,1). Further let xOE AK such that
h(K,sO)= (xO,sO).Then sO= 0(xO),and dH(K,conv ((Z;)) = infzEzs(xO- z, 0(xO))=
minzEC(z^)(xO-zo(xO)) where cl(@)denotes closure. However, by assumption,
(xO- z, 0(xO))_ (xO- z, 0(xO)- 0(z)) ' I lxo- Z12_ 182for some z E cl (Z;).
=

maxSEdB(O,l)

(h(K,

The followinglemmais of general use later for deducingrates of convergence.

Lemma 1. Let Zn =Uin-l Ci with independent,identicallydistributedrandom
subsetsCl C2 C3, * * * of K. Supposethat
inf PtC1n B(x, £)

(4)

7&0}

> O.Thenr(K, Zn
withconstantsor,,B,^y
[ O((log n/n )"p)
H(

>-CtE

vE

E [0,

Ry]

xEaK

(

( n))

lO((logn/n)2//)

E) <

exp (-nct£g)

for all E E [0

7]

and

almostsurely,
almostsurelyunder(S) if P{Znc AK}= 1.

Proofof Lemma1. Note first that r(K, Zn
p{cl n B(x, E) + 0})n
(1 - infxEdK

E)

equals

_ (1 - atE13)n_

exp (-ncrEn)

Then Theoreml[a] and
for arbitraryE E [0 7]. Now let En:= min{a, (c log n/n)1/13}.
(1) show that n=l P{8K¢ B(Zn 2En)}-<(4R+ ar) n=l En d exp (-anE) < oo if c
is sufficientlylarge. Hence the assertion follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma
togetherwith Theoreml[b].

1. In order to prove the assertionfor general K, it sufficesto
Proofof Corollary
show that (4) holdswith Ci = {Xi}and ,B= d. In other words,one needs a reasonable
1) such
lower bound for Leb (B(x, E) n K), x E AK.For that purpose let s E AB(O,
that ex,s) ' -lxl (1 - (p/R)2/2). Then lx + lxlsl2= 2 lxl2+ 2 lxlx, s) c p2. Since
conv ({x}U B(O,p)) c K and IXI-P, this implies that x + {y E B(O,E): eX y) C(1-(p/R)2/2)}is a subset of B(x, E) n K for any E E [0 p]. Its Lebesgue
-IXIIYI
where ct:= Leb {y E B(0, 1):Y1'-IYI(1 - (P/R)2/2)}.
measureequals CtEd,
In the case of smooth AKone cannot apply Lemma 1 directly,because Zn,l iS not
for some c>O and define
a subset of AK.Alternativelylet En:=(clogn/n)l(d+l)
n B(8K,E2n). Then obviously dH(K,conv (Zn,l)) 'dH(K, conv (Zn)) and
Zn:=Zn,l
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the subset Zn=B(Zn,
En)
n AKa AK satisfies En
> dH(Zn
Zn)>-dH(conv
(Zn)
conv (Zn)) Suppose that AKc B(Zn 2En). Then AKC B(Zn 2En + E2n), and
Theorem l[b] gives dH(K,conv (Zn))-'dH(K,conv (Zn))
+ En-< En + 1(2En + E2n)2
Thus, by Theorem l[a] and (1), it suffices to show that Edn=l
En d7-t(K, ZnEn) < ct
for suitablec > O.This is certainlytrue if
(5)
Leb (K n B(x, E) n B(8K, E2)) > tEd+l
vE E [0 7] vX E dK
with constants ',>0.
We only sketch a proof of (5). For arbitraryx,y E AK
condition (S) implies that ex -y, 0(x))-'llx -yl2. With p:=(21)-' this can be
rewrittenas IY- (x - p0(x))l ' p. This implies that B(x - p0(x), p) c K. Moreover
one easily verifies that KnB(8K,E2) contains the set {zeK:(x-z,0(x))'
E2}.
Consequently Leb (K n B(x, E) n B(8K, E2)) is not smaller than Leb (B(O,E) n
B(p0(X)p)n{ZERd:<Z0(X))<-E2})
which does not depend on xe8K and is
preciselyof order Ed+l as E 1°
The followingresult is useful for the proof of Corollary2 as well as Theorem 2.
Lemma 2. The mapping +(x)= Ixl-x defines a homeomorphismfrom AK onto
AB(O,1) such that
pR-2 Ix- Yl' l+(x) - +(Y)l ' p-] Ix- Yl
Vx,y E AK
Proof of Lemma2. Since the mappingunderconsiderationis surjective,it suffices
to prove the two inequalities for x,y E dK. The second inequality follows from
2 (1 1 1 1)2 + l 1 1 1 left>(x)- <t(y)12 > p2 I{z>(X)- e>(y)12. In order to prove the
first inequalityone may assume without loss of generalitythat R-1. Further, let
A:= Ixl/lyl' 1. Then
X-yl2-I+(x)-+(y)12_

gA+(x)-+(y)12-I+(X)-+(

)12

= (A-1)(A + 1-2<(+(x), +(y)))
=O
if (+(x), +(y)) = (A+ 1)/2.
Hence one may assume that (+(x),+(y))>(A+1)/2'A.
lx + t(y - x)l2 attainsits minimumat

The function R3t

to:= (lxl2-(x, y))/lx-yl2 = (A-(+(x), +(y))) lxl lyl/lx-yl2 < o.
Thus x is a non-trivial convex combination of y and z := x + to(y - x). In
particular, lzl-' p, because otherwise x would belong to the interior of
conv (B(O,p) U {y}), which is a subset of int (K). Now the asserted inequality
follows from
2 = lXI2 - (lXl2 _ eX, y))2/lx

- yl2

= lX12
IYl2[1A+(X)-+(y)12-(A-<z}>(x) <g,(y)))2]/lx
_ yl2
= lxl2 lyl2(1 + (+(x), +(y)))(l
'- I¢'(X) - +(y)l2/lx

- (+(x), +(y)))/lx

- yl2

-yl2

Proof of Corollary 2. It suffices to show that (4) holds with Ci ={Xi} and
,B= d - 1. But this is a direct consequence of Lemma2. For Lemma 2 implies that
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+(B(x, E)ndK)sB(+(x), pR-2E)n8B(O, l), and it followsfromthe definitionof
Hd_ that Hd_l(+(A))'-p-dHd_1(A)for Borel sets AcdK (cf. Federer1969).
for all
Ep/R2) n dB(0,1)) > asd-]
Hence Hd_l(B(x,E) n AK)_ Pd-'Hd_l(B(+(x),
E E [O, R2/p] andsomeconstanta = a(d) > 0.

It sufficesto verify(4) with Ci= {x E dK:(x,Ui)=Ai} and
,B= 1. We utilizethe followingtopologicalfact, whichis easily verified:for any
1]8K such that
x E AK and E E [O, R/2] there exists a continuouspath Zy:[0,
followsfrom
(4)
Then
=
s.
xl
lZy(l)
and
1]
[0,
A
E
all
for
'
E
xl
lZy(A)
= x,
Zy(O)
Proof of Corollary 3.

P{<z,Ul)= A, for somez

E AK n B(x, E)}-> P{A, E {<^y(A),U,): A E [O,1]}}
'

U1 )1/2R

ElEx - 7(1),

= OtE,

wherect:= Eles,U,)l/(2R)> 0 for anyfixeds E AB(O,1).
The maintoolsfor provingTheorem2 are Lemma2 and

convexsubsetof Rd such that 0 E int(L). Then
Lemma 3. Let L be a compact,
pp(L) ' dH(K, L)/dH(K*, L*) '-RR(L).
Other inequalitiesrelatinga set and its polar can be found in Chapter24.5 of
in Lemma3 aresharp,as canbe seen
BuragoandZalgaller(1988).The inequalities
a littlethoughtrevealsthat
by settingL = B(O, p) or L = B(O, R). Furthermore,
2
dH(K,L)
llmlnfd (K* L*) = P and

1

dH(K, L) =Rv

LKPdH(K*

L*)

whereconvergenceis withrespectto dH(,).
Proof of Lemma 3.

(6)

Let us firstmentiontwo dualityresultsthatarerelatedto (2):

h(K*,s)-g(K,s):=min{A>O:seAK}

VsedB(0,1);

see Schneider(1993,Theorem1.7.6).The functiong(K,) is the so-calledgauge
functionof K, andg(K,s)-l is the lengthof the line segmentfromthe originto AK
in directions. Nowone caneasilyderivethat
(7)

R-' = min g(K,s) = min h(K*,s) = p(K*).
xeibB(O,l)

se"B(O,l)

By compactnessand convexity of K and L one may assume that there is a point
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x E ALsuch that dH(K,L) = d(x, K). (OtherwiseinterchangeK and L.) Then there
is an s E AB(0,1) such that d(x, K) = h(K, s) + (x, s), whence
g(L, +(x))-l -g(K, +(x))-l =lxl-max{A>0:A+(x)

sK}

' Ixl- max{A> 0:A(4(x), s) ' h(K, s)}
= Ixl- Ixl(1 - dH(K,L)/(x, s))
' dH(K.L)
Consequently,
dH(K,L) < llg(L, *)-1 _ g(K, *) - 111
= llg(L, )-g(K, *)-l(g(L, *)- g(K, *)) 11
_ RR(L) llg(L, *) - g(K, *) 1
- RR(L)dH(K*,L*),
by (3) and (6). The other asserted inequalityfollows by interchanging(K?L) and
(K*, L*) with the help of (2) and (7).
Proof of Theorem2. Note firstthat
K:=

n

H(K*,s)

S#ES

= n {XERd:(xs)<g(Ks)}
SeS

= n {XER :(x z) 1}
Z fE Z

= Z* = conv (Z)*;
see (6). Generallyconv (Z) is a compact,convex subset of K. If 0 ¢ int (conv (Z)),
then there exists an s E AB(0,1) such that h(Z, s) ' 0. In particular,
dH(K,conv (Z)) ' d(ps,conv (Z)) ' p, and {rs:r > 0} c K, whence dH(K*,K) = x.
Therefore one may assume that 0 E int(conv(Z)). Then Lemma 3, (2) and (7)
together yield
dH(K*,K)-p(K*)p(K)dH(K, conv (Z)) ' R-2dH(K,conv (Z)),
dH(K*,K) ' R(K*)R(K)dH(K,conv (Z))
= p-ldH(K, conv (Z))/p(conv (Z))
' p-ldH(K, conv (Z))/(p - dH(K,conv (Z)))+
= p-2dH(K,conv (Z))/(1 - p-dH(K, conv (Z)))+.
The two inequalities for 7r() follow straightforwardlyfrom Lemma 2 together
with (7).
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For the proof of Corollary4 one needs to know that condition (S) and condition
(NF) are equivalent.
Lemma 4. Condition (NF) implies condition (S) with l:=R/pl*. On the other
hand, condition (S) impliescondition(NF) with l* :- p3/R31.
Proof of Lemma 4. Any unit vector in Rd can be writtenas +(z) as well as +(z)
for some z E AK,z-E 8(K*). Let x,y E AK,x-,yE 8(K*) such that +(x) E @(K,x) and
+(y) E (S)(K,y). This is equivalent to +(x) E (3(K*,x) and +(y) E (3(K*,y),
because
+(x) E (S)(K*,x)X(x, +(x)) = h(K*, +(x))
Q

(+(x), +(x)) = g(K*, +(x-))h(K*, +(x))

X

(+(x), +(x)) = h(K, +(x-))g(K,+(x))

¢

+(x) E eJ(K,x);

see (6). Thus if condition(NF) holds, then

l+(x)- +(g)1-<p(K*)-' Ix-- y I
-' (I*p(K*))-l

l+(X) - +(Y)

-' (pl*p(K*))-'Ix- Yl
= R(pl*)-' Ix- Yl,
according to Lemma 1 and (7). This implies condition (S) with I = R/pl*.
Analogously one can show that condition (S) implies condition (NF) with l*=

p3/R31.
Proofof Corollary4. The assertionsfollow straightforwardly
from Theorem2 and
Lemma 1, if we show that
P{Ui E B(x, £)}> £d-l

P{{Ui}ln AB(0,1) n B(x, £) 7&0}-CY

and

£

£

E [O, 1] vX E aB(O,1)

with positive constants a,a'. The first half of (8) is well-known.As for the second
inequality,
P{{ui}ln AB(0,1) n B(x, £) +0}
_ P{(x + z, Ui)= Ofor some z E B(0, £) n
=P{|(X,

Ui)|C-£(1-(X,

= P{|(X

->a

£

Ui)l

C £(1

Ui)

)2}

+ £2) - 2}

V£E[0,1]

with some cY' = cY'(d) > O.
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